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24% ENERGY SAVINGS A REALITY
Cape Cod have put an end to the first floor “hot box” with a
standard package that tests have shown capable of creating a 6
Star Rating and reducing heating and cooling loads by up to 24%.
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ex-Queenslander Jeff B............ was
starting to despair when he came
across something totally different, a
rundown, 99 year old three bedroom
Greenwich cottage.

Looking back, Jeff admits it was probably
the wrap-around verandah much favoured
in Qld that first attracted him.
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before
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a bedroom
and bathroom
and a
Blue Mountains
to theupstairs
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2009 and by 2010 they
and That
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for
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to extend
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the
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but itup
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Susan and Ian had owned the old cottage
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live
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Ian builder’s
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well be
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and
At first to
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architect
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his
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suggested sacrificing the original front

rooms
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create
a livingofarea
“By and
thenhall
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“Because Cape Cod had completed a few
“Basically
didn’t warm tothey
his ideas
jobs
in ourwe
neighbourhood,
wereand
one
it of
was
going
to
cost
a
fortune,”
Susan
many firms that we contacted,” Jeffsaid.
said.
Fortuitously, two houses in their street
The Head of Credit Markets for a major
were being renovated by Cape Cod. It only
investment management company, Jeff
took a conversation with the happy owners
knows value and quickly realised once he
for Susan and Ian to start a process that
had spoken with Cape Cod’s designer that
would transform their cottage into a roomy,
they represented good value in terms of the
light filled four bedroom retreat.
speed with which concept drawings could be
Accordingtotoplans
Susan,
developed
for Cape
a fixedCod’s
price design
quote.
approach was not merely sympathetic to
extend out the back on
the Rather
building,than
but just
innovative.
two levels adding a kitchen, lounge, laundry
Cape Cod proposed such things as the
and bathroom downstairs and just a parents
incorporation of a powder room, utilisation
retreat upstairs, Cape Cod came up with
of ceiling space for a massive storage area,
a new top floor addition comprising four
relocating the laundry into an inconspicuous
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a small verandah
cupboard off a bathroom in order to use
and a TV room while on the back there’s
the freed space for storage, and adding a
a massive 6m by 14m deck, a Qld style
bookshelf
addition on
thata landing.
allows outdoor entertaining
“The
designer’s
and our own worked
regardless of theideas
weather.
well together.”
The B............. home is very much about
Although the build was extensive and the
entertaining, corporate entertaining, but it
design comprehensive, for Susan the selfalso provides private spaces for the three
contained area upstairs is a special retreat
children of 18, 14 and 10 with three TV
asrooms
it comprises
“a nice spaces
big bedroom
and breakout
so theywith
can
separate
spacious
study
and
a
bathroom.”
entertain their friends without being on top
The
original rooms Cape Cod
of
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parents.
recommended retaining at the front of the
By now
any measure
was
house
serve asthe
as are-development
study and a guest
large, going from three bedrooms and one
bedroom.
bathroom to six, requiring an enormous
The useofofvery
skylights
transformed
amount
clever planning
giventhe
the
interior
both
downstairs
and
in
the
original
size of the original house.
master bedroom upstairs at the rear of the
Jeff said that after those first three years
house.
with
five people,
a dog
andupstairs
cats sharing
a cold,
Importantly,
the
new
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draughty,
three
bedroom,
one
bathroom
is set back so as not to detract from the
house,street
everyappeal
bit ofand
thethe
rebuild
has more
found
home’s
effect has
favour,
all
the
way
out
to
the
13m
pool.
than won approval from the neighbours.

Doug and Stephanie B----’s century old
Clovelly semi has been transformed from a
“quirky”, cramped, two bedroom bargain to
a spacious, tasteful and innovative “dream
house” still perfectly in keeping with the area.
The pair were so enamoured of the transformation
that on completion they invited every tradesman and
sub-contractor involved for Friday night drinks so they
could enjoy the fruits of their respective labours.
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“When Cape Cod did the Development
Application, council was emphatic that the
addition had to be contemporary and not
look like a Victorian copy.
“By setting it back as far as possible Cape
Cod has achieved a very good result that
complies with Council’s requirements but is
not overwhelmingly obvious.”
remained in the home
The B----s
throughout the building and Susan still
can’t believe that whenever she pointed
out the slightest thing it was attended to
immediately.
She is particularly enamoured of the
bookshelf that features on one of the
landings and of an unbelievable amount of
storage space that has been created on the
roof area, space enough even for bikes and
“As you would imagine, with my job we
cases yet to be unpacked following their
entertain a lot of people who know quality
reclocation from the country.
and we are constantly being complimented
Susan
said that she and Ian have been
on
the home.
more than happy with the build quality and
job was
not without
problems,
the“The
follow-up
subsequent
to some
the project
has
but nothing
that’s only
toofbeexcellent.
expected and the
been
short
bottom line is that I would definitely use
She said she is still basking in the praise of
Cape Cod again,” Jeff said.
friends and neighbours alike.
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